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ABSTRACT
Dust grains in neutral gas behave as aerodynamic particles, so they can develop large local density fluctuations
entirely independent of gas density fluctuations. Specifically, gas turbulence can drive order-of-magnitude
“resonant” fluctuations in the dust density on scales where the gas stopping/drag timescale is comparable to
the turbulent eddy turnover time. Here we show that for large grains (size  0.1 μm, containing most grain mass)
in sufficiently large molecular clouds (radii  1–10 pc, masses  104 M), this scale becomes larger than the
characteristic sizes of prestellar cores (the sonic length), so large fluctuations in the dust-to-gas ratio are imprinted
on cores. As a result, star clusters and protostellar disks formed in large clouds should exhibit significant abundance
spreads in the elements preferentially found in large grains (C, O). This naturally predicts populations of carbon-
enhanced stars, certain highly unusual stellar populations observed in nearby open clusters, and may explain the
“UV upturn” in early-type galaxies. It will also dramatically change planet formation in the resulting protostellar
disks, by preferentially “seeding” disks with an enhancement in large carbonaceous or silicate grains. The relevant
threshold for this behavior scales simply with cloud densities and temperatures, making straightforward predictions
for clusters in starbursts and high-redshift galaxies. Because of the selective sorting by size, this process is not
necessarily visible in extinction mapping. We also predict the shape of the abundance distribution—when these
fluctuations occur, a small fraction of the cores may actually be seeded with abundances Z ∼ 100 〈Z〉 such that
they are almost “totally metal” (Z ∼ 1)! Assuming the cores collapse, these totally metal stars would be rare (1 in
∼104 in clusters where this occurs), but represent a fundamentally new stellar evolution channel.
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1. INTRODUCTION
For ∼50 yr, essentially all models of star formation and
molecular clouds have ignored a ubiquitous physical process—
namely, that massive dust grains naturally experience large den-
sity fluctuations in turbulent, neutral media (so-called turbulent
concentration).
It has long been known that, in atomic/molecular gas, dust
grains—which contain a large fraction of the heavy elements
in the interstellar medium (ISM)—behave as aerodynamic par-
ticles. As such, below some characteristic size scale, they are
effectively de-coupled from the gas, and can (in principle) clump
or experience density fluctuations independent from gas density
fluctuations. However, this process has largely been ignored
in most of astrophysics. Recently, though, much attention has
been paid to the specific question of grain density fluctuations
and resulting “grain concentrations” in proto-planetary disks.
When stirred by turbulence, the number density of solid grains
can fluctuate by multiple orders of magnitude, even when the
gas is strictly incompressible! This has been seen in a wide
variety of simulations of both idealized “pure” turbulence and
astrophysical turbulence in, e.g., proto-planetary disks, both su-
per and subsonic turbulence, including or excluding the effects
of grain collisions, and in nonmagnetized and magnetically
dominated media (see e.g., Elperin et al. 1996; Bracco et al.
1999; Cuzzi et al. 2001; Johansen & Youdin 2007; Youdin &
Lithwick 2007; Youdin 2011; Carballido et al. 2008; Bai & Stone
2010a, 2010b, 2010c; Pan et al. 2011; Pan & Padoan 2013;
Bai & Stone 2012). Grain clumping occurs similarly regard-
less of whether turbulent motions are self-excited (the “stream-
ing” instability; Youdin & Goodman 2005), or externally driven
via global gravitational instabilities, the magneto-rotational
instability, convection, or Kelvin–Helmholtz instabilities
(Dittrich et al. 2013; Jalali 2013; Hendrix & Keppens 2014;
Zhu et al. 2014; Zhu & Stone 2014).
Indeed, some decoupling of the density of large dust grains
from gas and small grains has been observed. Kru¨ger et al.
(2001) and Frisch & Slavin (2003), and subsequently Meisel
et al. (2002), Altobelli et al. (2006, 2007), and Poppe et al.
(2010), have observed (via direct detection of micro-meteors
and satellite impacts from interstellar grains) that the solar
system appears to lie within a substantial (orders-of-magnitude)
overdensity of large (micron-sized) grains (for a review, see
Draine 2009). Some of this may stem from solar magnetic effects
(although they do not appear to be correlated; see Altobelli et al.
2005), but it could also easily result from the processes above.
Within nearby (relatively small) molecular clouds, Thoraval
et al. (1997, 1999) identified large fluctuations in the ratio of
large grains to gas on scales ∼0.001–0.1 pc, and others have
subsequently seen similar effects (Abergel et al. 2002; Flagey
et al. 2009; Boogert et al. 2013). Across different regions in the
ISM, large variations in the relative abundance of large grains
have been inferred from variations in the shapes of extinction
curves and emission/absorption features (see, e.g., Miville-
Descheˆnes et al. 2002; Gordon et al. 2003; Dobashi et al. 2008;
Paradis et al. 2009).
In the terrestrial turbulence literature, this process (“prefer-
ential concentration” of aerodynamic particles) is well studied.
Actual laboratory experiments and measurements of turbulent
systems (such as particulates in smokestacks, beads in water
jets, raindrop formation in clouds, dust or water droplets in
wind-tunnels and airfoil tests, and many more) ubiquitously
demonstrate that turbulent gas is unstable to the growth of very
large-amplitude (up to factor 104, vaguely log-normally
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distributed) inhomogeneities in the dust-to-gas ratio (Squires
& Eaton 1991; Fessler et al. 1994; Rouson & Eaton 2001;
Falkovich & Pumir 2004; Gualtieri et al. 2009; Monchaux et al.
2010). The same has been seen in direct numerical simulations
of these systems as well as idealized “turbulent boxes” (Cuzzi
et al. 2001; Yoshimoto & Goto 2007; Hogan & Cuzzi 2007;
Bec et al. 2009; Pan et al. 2011; Monchaux et al. 2012). Con-
siderable work has gone into developing the analytic theory of
these fluctuations, which has elucidated the key driving physics
and emphasized the universality of these processes in turbu-
lence (see, e.g., Yoshimoto & Goto 2007; Hogan & Cuzzi 2007;
Zaichik & Alipchenkov 2009; Bec et al. 2009).
Here, we argue that the same physics should apply in
star-forming molecular clouds, and argue that grain density
fluctuations can occur at interesting levels in large clouds, with
potentially radical implications for star formation and stellar
evolution, as well as planet formation in the disks surrounding
those stars.
2. THE PHYSICS
2.1. Dust as Aerodynamic Particles
In a neutral medium, dust grains couple to gas via collisions
with individual atoms/molecules (the long-range electromag-
netic or gravitational forces from individual molecules are neg-
ligible). In the limit where the grain mass is much larger than
the mass of an individual atom (grain size  Å), the stochastic
nature of individual collisions is averaged out on an extremely
short timescale, so the grain behaves as an aerodynamic particle.
The equation of motion for an individual dust grain is the Stokes
equation:
Dv
Dt
= −v − u(r)
ts
+
1
mgrain
Fext(r) (1)
ts ≡ ρ¯solid a
ρg cs
, (2)
where D/Dt denotes the Lagrangian (comoving) derivative, v is
the grain velocity, u(r) is the local gas velocity, ρ¯solid ≈ 2 g cm−3
is the internal grain density (Weingartner & Draine 2001),
a = aμ μm ∼ 10−4–10 is the grain size, ρg is the mean gas
density, cs the gas sound speed,1 and Fext represents the long-
range forces acting on the grains (e.g., gravity). It is important
to note that most of the mass in dust, hence a large fraction of
the total metal mass, is in the largest grains with aμ ∼ 0.1–10
(see Draine 2003, and references therein).2
1 The expression for ts is for the Epstein limit. It is modified when a  9λ/4,
where λ is the mean free path for molecular collisions, but this is never
relevant for the parameter space we consider.
2 This is true for both carbonaceous and silicate grains in detailed models
such as those in Li & Draine (2001) and Draine & Li (2007), but also follows
trivially from the “canonical” power-law grain size spectrum
dN/da ∝ a−(3.0–3.5), giving dm/d ln a ∝ a4 dN/da (Mathis et al. 1977). We
should note that the sizes of the large grains containing most of the mass are
still uncertain, and there are suggestions that these may be larger in dense, star
forming regions. Goldsmith et al. (2008) and Schnee et al. (2014) see evidence
of millimeter-sized grains in cold, local star-forming regions of Taurus and
Orion, and Grun et al. (1993) and Landgraf et al. (2000) have shown similar,
interstellar grains are collected by spacecraft in the solar system. Smaller, but
stillmicron-sized, grains are also implied by observations of X-ray halos
(Witt et al. 2001), extinction observations of local group star-forming regions
(De Marchi & Panagia 2014), and other spacecraft collection/impact missions
(Kru¨ger et al. 2001, 2006; Meisel et al. 2002; Altobelli et al. 2005, 2006, 2007;
Poppe et al. 2010); such large grains have also been seen in SNe ejecta (Gall
et al. 2014). In any case, larger grains will amplify the effects we argue for
here; but since this is uncertain, we will leave this maximum grain size as a
free parameter in our model.
Here ts is the “stopping time” or “friction time” of the
grain—it comes from the mean effect of many individual
collisions with molecules in the limit mgrain  mp (for a
aμ ∼ 1, mgrain ∼ 1013 mp).3 On timescales ts, i.e., spatial
scales ts |v|, grains behave like collisionless particles (they do
not “feel” pressure forces). It is only over timescales ts (spatial
scales ts |v|) that the grains can be treated as tightly coupled
to the gas (e.g., as a fluid). Previous authors have pointed out
that this decoupling should occur for massive grains, and can
explain observed velocity decoupling between dust and gas in
cold, star-forming clouds (see, e.g., Falgarone & Puget 1995).
Others, such as Murray et al. (2004), have invoked this free-
streaming (perhaps from a local source, or perhaps induced by
local vortices or solar neighborhood gas velocity structures)
as an explanation for the anomalous overabundance of large
interstellar grains detected by spacecraft. However, what have
not been considered yet are the associated dust-to-gas density
fluctuations which should occur in this regime.
2.2. How Dust-to-Gas Fluctuations Occur
Because of their imperfect coupling, grains can in principle
fluctuate in density relative to the gas. This is a very well-
studied problem with many review papers summarizing the
physics (see, e.g., Zaichik & Alipchenkov 2009; Olla 2010;
Gustavsson et al. 2012, and references therein), so we will not
present a complete derivation of these fluctuations here, but we
will briefly summarize the important processes.
We illustrate this with a simple test problem in Figure 1.
Consider a turbulent eddy—for simplicity, imagine a vortex in
pure circulation u = ue φˆ = (re/te) φˆ, where ue, re, te = re/|ue|
are the characteristic eddy velocity, size, and “turnover time”
(more exactly, the inverse of the local vorticity). Since by
assumption we are taking the pure circulation case, the eddy
produces zero change to the gas density. In Figure 1, we initialize
a simple grid of such eddies in two dimensions (though the
results are essentially identical if we used three-dimensional
Burgers vortices), and initialize a distribution of dust with
randomly distributed initial positions and velocities (uniformly
distributed), and evolve the system according to Equation (1)
for one te (the characteristic lifetime of eddies).
If ts  te, grains will simply pass through the eddy without
being significantly perturbed by the local velocity field, so their
density distribution is also unperturbed. If ts  te is sufficiently
small, the grains are efficiently dragged with the gas so cannot
move very much relative to the gas in the eddy itself. However,
when ts ∼ te, interesting effects occur. The grains are partly
accelerated up to the eddy rotational velocity vφ ∼ ue. However,
this means they feel a centrifugal acceleration ∼v2φ/r . For the
gas, this is balanced by pressure gradients, but the grains feel
this only indirectly (via the drag force); so they get “flung
outwards” until the outward drag ∼vout/ts balances centrifugal
forces. Thus they “drift” out of the eddy at a terminal velocity
vout ∼ ts v2φ/r ∼ (ts/te) ue. Since eddies live for order ∼|te|,
the grains initially distributed inside ∼re end up “flung out” to
∼(1 + ts/te) re. When ts ∼ te this implies an order-unity median
multiplicative change in the grain density every time the grains
encounter a single turbulent eddy!
Indeed, in laboratory experiments, numerical simulations,
and analytic theory (see references in Hopkins 2013b), the full
3 Note that the grain–grain collision time is always larger than ts by a factor
1/Zp, where Zp is the grain mass fraction, so it is not what determines the
grain dynamics.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the physics that drive dust-to-gas fluctuations
in turbulence. We initialize 104 dust particles that move aerodynamically
(Equation (1)), with random initial positions and velocities, and evolve them
in a field of identical eddies for exactly one turnover time te. Top: gas velocity
field. We consider a periodic box with identical vortices (each with circulation
velocity = r/te out to size r0, and spaced in a grid, with no velocity in between).
The gas is in pure circulation so ∇ · v = 0 everywhere (the gas density does
not vary). Bottom: positions of the particles after te, for different stopping times
ts = (0.001, 1, 100) te . If ts  te , dust is tightly coupled to the gas (it circulates
but cannot develop density fluctuations). If ts  te , dust does not “feel” the
eddies, so moves collisionlessly. If ts ∼ te , dust is expelled from vortices and
trapped in the interstices.
clustering statistics of dust grains in inertial-range turbulence
depends only on the dimensionless parameter ts/te(R), the ratio
of the gas friction time ts to the eddy time te(R) as a function
of scale R (since, in full turbulence, eddies of all sizes exist, but
they have different vorticities on different scales). In an external
gravitational field or shearing disk, additional corrections appear
but these are also scale-free (depending on e.g., the ratio ts/torbit).
Generically, whenever ts ∼ te, grains are partially accelerated to
be “flung out” of regions of high vorticity by centrifugal forces,
and preferentially collect in the interstitial regions of high strain
(Yoshimoto & Goto 2007; Bec et al. 2008; Wilkinson et al.
2010; Gustavsson et al. 2012).
In a fully developed turbulent cascade, there is a hierarchy of
super-posed eddies or modes of various sizes; so the vorticity
and strain fields are “built up” into a quasi-random field; in some
regions they produce canceling (incoherent) effects, in others,
coherent effects. Similarly, eddies survive about one turnover
time, then dissipate, and new eddies form; so, if we follow
a Lagrangian group of grains, we will see various encounters
with eddies occur over a time-varying field. Crudely, this leads
to a central-limit theorem-like behavior, where we build up a
vaguely log-normal (because each encounter is multiplicative)
dust-to-gas ratio distribution. Since a single eddy can produce
changes of a factor of a few in the dust-to-gas ratio, it is
easy to obtain order-of-magnitude fluctuations in the “tails”
of this distribution (Hopkins 2013b). Indeed, in both physical
experiments and numerical simulations, factors of >100–104
fluctuations are common in terrestrial and protoplanetary disk
turbulence (Bai & Stone 2010a; Johansen et al. 2012).
Many authors have pointed out that the relevant phenomena
for this behavior are entirely scale-free if the appropriate
conditions are met (Cuzzi et al. 2001; Hogan & Cuzzi 2007;
Bec et al. 2009; Olla 2010). In Hopkins (2013b), we derive
the conditions for this to occur, as well as the width of the
“resonance” region between timescales, and use this to build a
model which reproduces the measured statistics of grain density
fluctuations in both the simulations and laboratory experiments.
Since at the very least this produces a good match to the
simulation and experimental data, we will use it where needed
for some more detailed calculations here.
2.3. Generic Preconditions for Grain Density Fluctuations
Dust grains—or any aerodynamic particles—can undergo
strong density fluctuations in gas provided three criteria
are met.
1. The medium is predominantly atomic/molecular. Specif-
ically, exchange of free electrons, Coulomb interactions,
and/or coupling of ionized dust grains to magnetic fields
will couple the dust-gas fluids more strongly than aerody-
namic drag when the ionized fraction exceeds some thresh-
old of the order of a percent (for conditions considered
in this paper;4 for a rigorous calculation, see Elmegreen
1979). At the densities and temperatures of interest here
(molecular cloud cores), typical ionization fractions are
5 × 10−8 (Guelin et al. 1977; Langer et al. 1978; Watson
et al. 1978), so this criterion is easily satisfied.5 The case of
4 Note that we are explicitly interested in large grains here with sizes ∼ μm.
PAHs and other very small grains (sizes ∼Å) are photo-electrically coupled
differently (and much more strongly) to the radiation field (see, e.g., Wolfire
et al. 1995, and references therein).
5 Provided this is satisfied, magnetic fields coupling to the gas, even in the
super-critical regime, do not alter our conclusions. In fact, Dittrich et al. (2013)
show that Alfve´n waves and turbulence seeded by the fields in this limit
actually enhance dust density fluctuations.
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(negatively) charged grain coupling to magnetic fields is
more complicated, but for the (large) grains of interest here,
we generally expect the Larmor period to be longer than the
stopping time for equipartition magnetic fields, in which
case we can neglect the magnetic acceleration in calcu-
lating the local response of grains to small-scale eddies.6
In fact, as emphasized by Ciolek & Mouschovias (1995),
grain–magnetic-field coupling in a core contracting via am-
bipolar diffusion will tend to segregate out the small-size
grains, changing the grain size distribution in a way that will
increase the fluctuations we predict. We should also note
that under the right conditions, direct coupling between
the grains and magnetic fields, or photo-electric coupling
of grains and radiation, can actually enhance and generate
new instabilities driving grain density fluctuations (Lyra &
Kuchner 2013). However, the behavior in these regimes is
poorly understood, and needs further study.
2. The medium is turbulent, with nonzero vorticity. There is no
question that the ISM is turbulent under conditions we con-
sider (with large Reynolds numbers). Within turbulence,
the vorticity field (the solenoidal or ∇ × v component)
of the gas is what drives large grain density fluctuations
independent of gas density fluctuations. The governing
equations for grain density fluctuations over the inertial
range (see Zaichik & Alipchenkov 2009) are independent
of both whether or not the turbulence is supersonic or sub-
sonic, and whether the gas is compressible, except inso-
far as these change the ratio of solenoidal to compressive
motions (essentially just re-normalizing the portion of the
turbulent power spectrum that is of interest). In highly sub-
sonic, incompressible flows, all of the turbulent power is
in solenoidal motions; but even in highly compressible,
isothermal, strongly supersonic turbulence driven by purely
compressive motions, the cascade (below the driving scale)
quickly equilibrates with ≈2/3 of the power in solenoidal
motions (this arises purely from geometric considerations;
see Federrath et al. 2008; Konstandin et al. 2012). Thus, up
to a normalization of 2/3 in the driving-scale rms velocity
field, this is easily satisfied.
3. There is a resonance between the grain stopping time ts and
turbulent eddy turnover time te: ts ∼ te. We discuss this
below.
2.4. Specific Requirements in Molecular Clouds
Provided condition (1) is met, a grain obeys the Stokes
equations (Equation (1)). Now consider a molecular cloud which
is supersonically turbulent with mass Mcl, size Rcl = 10 R10 pc,
surface density Σcl = Mcl/(π R2cl) = Σ300 300 M pc−2, and
6 For the conditions and grain sizes of interest here, grains are expected to
vary between neutral and charge Zgrain ∼ −1 for an assumed “sticking factor”
s = 1 (probability that grain–electron collision leads to capture); but s and
other details are highly uncertain (Draine & Sutin 1987). If we assume that all
grains spend most of their time charged, the relative importance of magnetic
fields is given by the ratio of ts to the Larmor period
tL = 2π mgrain c/(Zgrain e |B|), which is
ts/tL ≈ 10−4 BμG Zgrain a−2μ n−1100 δvkm s−1 (where BμG = |B|/μG,
n100 = 〈ngas〉/100 cm−3, and δvkm s−1 is the typical dust-gas relative velocity
(between ∼cs and ∼(c2s + v2turb)1/2, depending on scale). We can also write this
as ts/tL ∼ 0.01 Zgrain n−1/2100 a−2μ (|B|/|B|eq)1/2 where |B|/Beq = v2A/δv2 is
the ratio of |B| to an equipartition value. So we generally expect ts  tL even
for the case where all grains are (weakly) charged. However, within plausible
parameter space, the two effects can be comparable; in this limit the
instabilities we describe have not been well studied.
sound speed cs ≈ 0.2 T 1/210 km s−1 (T10 = T/10 K is the cold
gas temperature, and we take a mean molecular weight ≈ 2 mp),
and cloud-scale rms turbulent velocity vcl = 〈v2t (Rcl)〉1/2. For a
constant-mean density spherical cloud, the Toomre Q parameter
is Q ≈ (2/√3) vcl Ω/(π GΣcl) with Ω =
√
GMcl/R
3
cl, and we
expect Q ∼ 1 (even for a cloud in free-fall, this applies to
within a factor ∼2). In a turbulent cascade, the rms velocity on
a given scale follows 〈v2t (R)〉1/2 ∝ Rp with p ≈ 1/2 expected
for supersonic turbulence and observed in the linewidth–size
relation (Burgers 1973; Bolatto et al. 2008; Heyer et al. 2009).
So the rms eddy turnover time on a given scale is te ≡
R/〈v2t (R)〉1/2 = (Rcl/vcl) (R/Rcl)1/2.
We then have
〈 ts
te(R)
〉
=
√
3π Q
G ρ¯solid a
cs Ω
(
R
Rcl
)−1/2
(3)
≈ 0.18 Qaμ
(
R10
Σ300 T10
)1/2 (
R
Rcl
)−1/2
. (4)
We plot this in Figure 2 for different grain sizes (and clouds
with the characteristic parameters above). We compare the Mach
number versus scale (〈v2t (R)〉1/2/cs), which we discuss below.
Note that even at the cloud-scale (R = Rcl), ts ∼
0.18 te(Rcl) = 0.18Ω−1 is sufficient to produce significant grain
density variations (see Johansen & Youdin 2007; Bai & Stone
2010c; Dittrich et al. 2013). However, the fluctuations are maxi-
mized on the scale Rcrit where 〈ts〉 = 〈te(Rcrit)〉, so we can solve
for the characteristic scale
Rcrit = R(〈ts〉 = 〈te〉) = 0.31 pc
a2μ Q
2 R210
Σ300 T10
. (5)
In the lower panel of Figure 2, we show this critical scale versus
cloud size, again for different grain sizes.
If this scale (Rcrit) is much less than the characteristic scale
of the regions which collapse into pre-stellar cores (Rcore), then
many independent small fluctuations will ultimately collapse
into the same object (or stellar multiple) and be mixed, “aver-
aging out” and imprinting little net abundance fluctuation in the
stars (although they may seed interesting metallicity variations
in the proto-stellar disk). However, if Rcrit  Rcore, then inde-
pendent collapsing regions will have different grain densities. A
wide range of both simulations and analytic calculations show
that Rcore is characteristically the sonic length Rs, the size scale
below which the turbulence is subsonic (〈v2t (R < Rs)〉 < c2s ; see
Klessen & Burkert 2000, 2001; Bate & Bonnell 2005; Krumholz
& McKee 2005; Hennebelle & Chabrier 2008; Hopkins 2012c,
2012b, 2013c). We show this scale for comparison in Figure 2.
Below this scale, turbulence can no longer drive significant
density fluctuations, so collapse proceeds semi-coherently (as
opposed to a turbulent fragmentation cascade). For the cascade
above, Rs = Rcl (cs/vcl)2, so
Rcrit
Rs
= 23.5
(
aμ R10 Q
2
T10
)2
. (6)
Seeding large fluctuations in cores (Rcrit > Rs) therefore
requires
Rcl 
2
3π Q2
c2s
G ρ¯solid a
(7)
R10  0.2 a−1μ Q−2 T10 (8)
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Figure 2. Conditions for strong dust-to-gas fluctuations in molecular clouds.
Top: ratio of grain stopping time ts to eddy turnover time te for eddies of size
R, relative to the cloud size Rcl (for a cloud with Q = 1, Σcl = 300 M pc−2,
Tmin = 10 K, and Rcl = 10 pc). Different curves assume different grain sizes aμ.
Thick red curve shows the ratio of the rms turbulent eddy velocity vt (R) to the
sound speed; the scale where this = 1 (the sonic length Rs) is the characteristic
scale of cores. Small grains have ts  te(R) for all R  Rs ; but large grains
cluster on larger scales. Bottom: scale Rcrit where ts = te(R) (normalized to the
cloud size), for different grain sizes (lines as labeled), as a function of the cloud
size in pc. Red line shows the sonic length in clouds of the same size: where
the black lines exceed the red line, core-to-core dust-to-gas ratio variations are
expected.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
or (equivalently)
Mcl  0.4 a−2μ × 104 M Σ300 T 210 Q−4. (9)
Note this is a cloud mass, not a cluster mass! The model here
does not necessarily predict a cluster stellar mass threshold
(which depends on the star formation efficiency), but a progen-
itor cloud mass threshold.
2.5. Resulting Dust-to-Gas Density Fluctuations
Under these conditions, the density of grains averaged on
scales ∼ Rcrit will undergo large turbulent concentration fluctu-
ations (fluctuations driven by local centrifugal forces in nonzero
vorticity). Since this depends on the vorticity field, which is the
incompressible/solenoidal component of the turbulence, this
component of the fluctuations is entirely independent of gas den-
sity fluctuations (driven by the compressive field components).7
7 There will, of course, be a component of the grain density fluctuations
which traces advection through the compressive component of the turbulent
field. This is not interesting for our purposes here, however, since the gas does
the same so it imprints no variation in the gas-to-dust ratio.
Figure 3. Size distribution of grains affected by turbulent clustering. We show
the distribution of grain mass per log-interval in grain size aμ for carbonaceous
(solid) and silicate (dotted) grains in several of the best-fit Weingartner &
Draine (2001) models (the normalization is arbitrary, what matters here is the
relative distribution in each curve). Different fits (or fits to different MW regions)
give quite different results for the abundance of large grains, emphasizing their
uncertain chemistry, but in all cases most of the mass is in large grains with sizes
aμ ∼ 0.1–10. Red dashed line shows the critical cloud size Rcrit(aμ) (above
which grain density fluctuations are on super-core scales), for comparison. For
a given cloud size, grains to the right of the corresponding aμ on the plot will
experience core-to-core density fluctuations.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
Thus we expect large fluctuations in the dust-to-gas mass ratio
Zp ≡ ρp/ρg. Specifically, only grains with sufficiently large
aμ such that the condition in Equation (8) is satisfied are in-
homogeneous on the relevant scales. In Figure 3, we plot the
distribution of grain mass as a function of grain size aμ, from
various fits of observations presented in Weingartner & Draine
(2001); for comparison, we show the critical cloud size Rcl
where large core-to-core variations are expected at each aμ. Al-
though there are significant differences between different model
fits, and different types of grains (silicate versus carbonaceous),
clearly grains with aμ ∼ 1 contain most of the dust mass, and,
correspondingly, an order-unity fraction of the total metal mass,
so large Zp fluctuations translate directly to large Z variations in
the appropriate species.
Hopkins (2013b) show that, for systems with this range of
ts Ω and ts/te, the volume-weighted variance in the logarithm of
the dust-to-gas density ln Zp is given by8
Sln Zp =
∫ Rmax∼Rcl
Rmin∼Rs
2 |2  (R/Rcrit)|2 d ln R (10)
∼ 4.9 − 8
(
Rcrit
Rcl
−
√
Rs
Rcrit
)
, (11)
where the latter assumes Rcl  Rcrit  Rs ; so for typical
parameters the 1 σ dispersion in metallicities is ∼1 dex. Whether
or not one believes this particular model, the numbers can be
directly compared to simulations of idealized (hence essentially
8 Here  (R/Rcrit) is the “response function”—the logarithmic density
change per eddy turnover time induced by encounters between grains and an
eddy with some te—in general it is a complicated function given in Table 1
therein, but it only depends on the dimensionless ratios ts/te(R) and ts Ω, and
scales simply as ≈(ts/te) when ts  te and ≈1/
√
2 (ts/te) when ts  te (with
a broad peak where  ≈ 0.3 around ts ≈ te).
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scale-free) “shearing boxes” of turbulence in Johansen & Youdin
(2007) and Dittrich et al. (2013), which have ts Ω ∼ 0.1
and otherwise similar (dimensionless) parameters to those
calculated here; the simulations predict a very similar ∼1 dex
variance at the relevant scale.9
Thus, the cloud is “seeded” with not just gas-density fluctua-
tions (which form cores and determine where stars will form),
but independent dust-to-gas ratio fluctuations, which are then
“trapped” if they are associated with a collapsing core, so that
the abundance in that core, and presumably the star formed,
will be different. Note that if the conditions above are met, the
characteristic timescale for the density fluctuations to disperse is
always ∼te(Rcrit) (they cannot live much longer or shorter than
the eddies generating them, before getting “scattered” into a new
part of the distribution by new eddies). However, by definition,
for a core to collapse, and overcome turbulent kinetic energy as
well as shear and pressure terms to become a star, its collapse
time must be shorter than te (see Hennebelle & Chabrier 2008;
Padoan & Nordlund 2011; Hopkins 2013a), so the fluctuations
are “frozen into” the cores.10
Laboratory experiments (Monchaux et al. 2010), simulations
(Hogan et al. 1999; Cuzzi et al. 2001), and the analytic models
(Hopkins 2012a) show these dust density fluctuations have a
characteristically log-Poisson shape:
PV (ln Zp) d ln Zp ≈ ΔN
m
int exp (−ΔNint)
Γ(m + 1)
d ln Zp
Δ
(12)
m = Δ−1
{
ΔNint
[
1 − exp (−Δ)
]
− ln
(
Zp
〈Zp〉
)}
,
where ΔNint ∼ 2 〈ln(Rcl/Rcrit)〉 traces the dynamic range of
scales which can contribute to grain density fluctuations, and
Δ = √Sln Zp/ΔNint is the rms weighted dispersion induced “per
eddy” around ∼ Rcrit. In the limit whereNint  1 (and to leading
order around the mean Zp), this distribution is just log-normal.
The mass-weighted distribution PM is just given byPM = Zp PV
(also approximately log-normal, with the same variance).
However, although this distribution extends to Zp → 0,
the actual metallicities Z imprinted on the cores do not. The
minimum Z in a core will be given by the sum of the metals in
a noncondensed phase (not in dust) and those in grains so small
that their clustering scale is well below Rs. In the Weingartner
& Draine (2001) models, the sum of non-condensed metals
and grains with aμ < 0.1 is 1 − fp ∼ 30%–60% of the total
metal mass; so while large positive abundance enhancements
may be possible, the largest decrements will be factor of a few.
9 For the same ts/te and ts Ω simulated in Johansen & Youdin (2007) and Bai
& Stone (2010b), the only parameter that affects the dust density distributions
simulated, or enters the analytic calculation of those density distributions in
Hopkins (2013b), and may differ between the proto-planetary disk problem
(the problem which the simulations were originally used to study) and the
molecular cloud case is the β ∝ 1/Π parameter which depends on the
cloud/disk-scale Mach number and gas pressure support. In the highly
supersonic limit, β → ∞. However, the effect of this in the simulations is
simply to take to zero the small-scale “cutoff” below which the contribution of
turbulent eddies to the grain clustering is damped; thus if anything the “real”
clustering in the molecular cloud case should be slightly larger than in those
simulations. We stress that all the numbers defining an absolute scale to the
problem (e.g., gas density, dust grain size, orbital frequency) can be trivially
re-scaled to the GMC problem here.
10 It is also worth noting that the characteristic timescales (at the spatial scales
of interest) for survival of density fluctuations and collapse of cores, and the
timescale for “seeding” the density fluctuations (∼ ts) are much shorter than
the timescale for, e.g., grain drift/segregation by radiation pressure or grain
formation/destruction, and shorter than the timescale for the “parent” cloud to
be destroyed (a few Ω−1), so we can reasonably ignore those effects.
Figure 4. Predicted volumetric distribution of the metallicity fluctuations (Za,
relative to the cloud-mean 〈Za〉) seeded by grain density fluctuations. In the
“default” case, we assume that a fraction fp = 0.5 of the metal species
of interest is condensed into grains with size  aμ = 1, in a cloud with
R10 = T10 = Σ300 = 1. Since 1 −fp = 1/2 of the metallicity is in small grains
and/or gas, it imposes a hard cutoff at low-Za, but positive fluctuations extend
to large values ∼30 〈Za〉. We then consider the same case but with all metals
in large grains (fp = 1; red dotted); this extends the large-Za by a factor 1/fp ,
and leads to a predicted low-Za tail. We also compare a case identical to our
“default” but with smaller grains aμ = 0.1 (blue dashed) or a much smaller
cloud (R10 = 0.05; green dot-dashed); here the resulting fluctuations are much
smaller (factor <2). Finally we consider the “default” case but with R10 = 10
(a 100 pc cloud; orange dashed); now the largest positive fluctuations extend to
factors of ∼100—the resulting cores would actually be predominantly metals
by mass!
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
More generally, if for some species the mean mass fraction
in large grains is 〈Zp〉 = fp 〈Z〉, then the abundance of a
given core will be Zc/Z = (1 − fp) + fp (Zp/〈Zp〉); so the
variance in Z imprinted on cores is reduced with fp. To first order,
this is just
Sln Zc ≈ f 2p Sln Zp . (13)
Also from Hopkins (2013b), the maximum fluctuation am-
plitude we expect is given by
ln
(
Zmaxp
〈Zp〉
)
≈ 2
∫ Rcl
Rs
[1 − exp (−2  )] d ln R (14)
∼ 9.7 exp [−1.12 (Rs/Rcrit)1/4] ∼ 4.5–5.5, (15)
where the latter assumes Rcl  100 Rcrit (though this enters
weakly). Thus, we can obtain Zmaxp ∼ 100 〈Zp〉. This also
agrees well with simulations of the similar parameter space;
and, although it seems large, it is actually much smaller than
the largest fluctuations which can be obtained under “ideal”
circumstances (ts Ω ≈ 1, where Zmaxp ∼ 104 〈Zp〉 is possible;
see Bai & Stone 2010a; Johansen et al. 2012). Comparing
to the simulations or simply plugging in this value to the
log-Poisson distribution above, we see that the mass fraction
associated with such strong fluctuations is small, ∼10−4–10−3.
However, these would be extremely interesting objects; if the
seed 〈Zp〉∼Z ∼0.01–0.02, then in these rare collapsing cores,
Zp1—i.e., the collapsing core is primarily metals!
In Figure 4, we calculate the full PDF of grain density
fluctuations, integrating the contribution from the “response
function” from the top scale Rcl down to the core scale Rs,
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according to the exact functions derived and fit to simulation data
in Hopkins (2013b). This confirms our simple (approximate)
expectations above. We assume a fraction fp of the metals are
concentrated in grains, which (by assumption) imprints a cutoff
in the negative metal density fluctuations at 1−fp. However, the
positive-fluctuation distribution is log-Poisson (approximately
log-normal), and extends to larger values of Sln Zp as the ratio
of Rcrit/Rs increases (i.e., with larger clouds and/or grain
sizes). The largest positive fluctuations are predicted reach
Z ∼ 30–300 〈Z〉, depending on the detailed conditions, with a
fractional probability by volume (i.e., probability that a random
location has such a strong fluctuation) of ∼10−3 to 10−4.
Realistically, feedback effects from the back-reaction of dust
grains pushing on gas become important in the limit where the
mass density of grains exceeds that of gas (and this is not taking
into account in the simple model here). Simulations show that
these effects will tend to saturate the maximum dust density
concentrations around ρg ∼ ρp or Zp ∼ 1 (see, e.g., Hogan &
Cuzzi 2007; Johansen & Youdin 2007). So we expect the most
extreme fluctuations to be comparable in grain and gas mass
(i.e., saturating at ∼1/2 the mass in metals), and we should see
a cutoff in Figure 4 at the high-Zp end. However, this is still very
interesting for our purposes.
3. PREDICTIONS
This makes a number of unique predictions.
1. Stars formed in small clouds are not affected (chemically
homogeneous). The key requirement is that the size of the
progenitor GMC exceed Rcl  2 pc Q−2 (Tmin/10 K) a−1μ ,
where aμ is the grain size which contains most of the metal
mass (∼0.1–1, depending on the species). This corresponds
to a GMC mass  104 a−2μ M, for typical cloud densities
in the local group.
2. Larger/more massive clouds can experience large dust-to-
gas ratio (hence, abundance) fluctuations from core-to-core.
The rms fluctuations could reach as large as ∼1 dex under
the right conditions. These fluctuations should be “frozen
into” the cores that collapse under self-gravity, meaning
they will manifest in the stars formed from those cores.
3. These dust density fluctuations will not obviously mani-
fest as variation in the dust extinction. While most dust
mass (or volume) is in large grains (aμ ∼ 0.1–1), most
of the surface area (hence contribution to extinction in
most wavelengths) is in small grains (aμ < 10−3; the small
“bump” in Figure 3). The small grains cluster only on scales
∼106 times smaller (sub-AU), so trace the gas smoothly on
core and GMC scales. Only dust features which are specifi-
cally sensitive to large grains will exhibit large spatial-scale
fluctuations. Sub-millimeter observations (e.g., measure-
ments of the spectral slope β), and other long-wavelength
probes, may be sensitive to the features of larger dust, and
so represent a way forward to constrain this process di-
rectly. Scattering, visible in, e.g., X-ray halos and polar-
ized light, also provides a direct constraint on the popu-
lation of large grains; however, this is more challenging
in the dense (GMC-type) regions of interest here. Indirect
(model-dependent) constraints, from combined constraints
on depletion of heavy elements and extinction observations,
are also possible (e.g., Jenkins 2009). While challenging,
all the of these probes are possible, and we discuss the
resulting constraints in Section 4.6.
4. Because it is large grains that are preferentially clustered,
certain metal species are preferentially affected. Inverting
Equation (8), we see that the minimum grain size which
will be highly clustered on the relevant scales goes as
aμ ∼ 0.2 T10 R−110 ∼ 1.6 (Mcl/104 M)−1/2 Σ−1/2300 T10.
Carbon and other light elements (C, O), concentrated in
large composite grains and ices forming on the grains under
GMC conditions (aμ ∼ 1–20 in Figure 3; see, e.g., Hoppe
& Zinner 2000), should presumably exhibit the largest
fluctuations, and these fluctuations will appear “first” in
lower-mass clusters (Mcl  104–105 M).11 Slightly heav-
ier species (Al) will follow in clusters 105 M. Heavier
elements typical of Type-II SNe products and iron-peak
elements (Ca, Fe) appear to be largely concentrated in
small carbonates and oxides, with aμ  0.1 (Tielens 1998;
Molster et al. 2002; Kemper et al. 2004)—these abundances
will only fluctuate in the most extreme clouds with masses
Mcl  107 M. Si (aμ ∼ 0.2–0.4; see Figure 3) will be
intermediate between these and Al.12
5. Very light elements such as Li, or chemically inert elements
such as He and Ne, not being concentrated in grains, will
not vary in abundance by this mechanism. In contrast, most
models for abundance variation via self-enrichment (from
mass loss products) or stellar evolution predict large He and
Li variation. This gives a clear diagnostic to separate these
processes. Some clusters certainly exhibit large He spreads
(Piotto et al. 2007), but others show surprisingly small He
and Li spreads, despite other abundance variations (Monaco
et al. 2012).
6. The shape of the distribution of abundances seeded by tur-
bulent concentration is approximately log-normal, or more
accurately log-Poisson. This is consistent with some ob-
served clusters, and may provide another way to separate
variations owing to this process from self-enrichment pro-
cesses which predict a more bi-model distribution (see
Carretta et al. 2009b, 2009c, 2013). The process seeding
the variations (turbulent concentration) is also stochastic,
which means that there is intrinsic cluster-to-cluster varia-
tion (even at the same initial mass and abundance).
7. Large negative abundance variations will not occur, because
cores will still retain a minimum metallicity corresponding
to the metals in noncondensed phases and very small grains.
Thus the abundance distribution will be truncated at a
minimum of a factor a couple below mean.
8. At higher cloud surface densities (Σ) and/or minimum
gas temperatures (T), the cloud mass threshold required
for these variations increases. Both Σ and T do appear to
increase with the overall gas density and star formation
rate density—for example, in the nuclei of ultra-luminous
infrared galaxies/starbursts and high-redshift galaxies.
11 N may be an interesting case, since, while it is probably concentrated in
organic refractories in the largest grains (Zubko et al. 2004), it is mostly in
gas-phase, so the variance may be smaller by a factor of ∼4–8 than in C or O.
12 For species in small grains, we can crudely approximate their size
distribution following the added “small grain” component in Draine &
Lazarian (1998), and assume the minimum size of grains affected by these
mechanisms scales as aμ ∝ M−1/2cl and is above the (nanometer-sized) “peak”
in this lognormal-like distribution (above which dN/dai for this
sub-population falls approximately as ∝ a−4.5i ). If we insert these scalings into
our models from Figure 4, we then expect the fraction of the small-grain mass
involved in fluctuations to increase with Mcl, giving a predicted abundance
variation δ[Z]i ∼ M0.1–0.2cl , i.e., the scatter increases by ∼0.04–0.08 dex per
cluster absolute magnitude. This appears to consistent with observed Fe
spreads in various cluster populations (e.g., Carretta et al. 2009a).
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For typical ULIRG-like conditions, Q ∼ 1 remains con-
stant, but T10 ∼ 5–7 and Σ300 ∼ 10–30—so this process
requires R10  1 a−1μ or Mcl  106 a−2μ M. However, the
characteristic Jeans length/mass also increases under these
conditions (for a detailed comparison, see Hopkins 2012c),
up to several hundred parsecs (and 108 M); the thermal
Jeans length/mass increases more rapidly with tempera-
ture then the critical cloud radius, for example. So whether
older clusters exhibit weaker or stronger abundance vari-
ations will depend on the types of galaxies in which they
formed, in detail, but we generically expect this process to
be easier in the early universe and extreme environments.
9. Unlike abundance variation stemming from stellar evolu-
tion, binary effects, pollution, or second-generation star for-
mation, the variations predicted here are imprinted before
stars form and evolve, and so are independent of whether or
not the final cluster remains bound. Thus we predict simi-
lar trends in open clusters (OCs) and associations (not just
bound clusters).
10. A small subpopulation of proto-stellar cores (one in ∼104
within the clouds where this occurs) is predicted with
metallicities Zp  100 〈Zp〉. If the initial cloud metallicity
is solar (〈Zp〉  0.01), this implies Zp ∼ 1 might be
reached—cores would collapse into stars which are almost
“totally metal”! This fundamentally represents a novel
stellar evolution channel, one which has not yet been well-
explored.
As noted in Section 2.5, back-reaction of dust pushing on
grains will saturate the dust concentrations at an order-unity
fraction of the gas mass. Assuming a 50–50 split between
gas and dust, and solar abundances for the gas, this implies
a maximum core metallicity in e.g., carbon of [C/H] ∼ 1.3 (if
grains also have solar abundances) or [C/H] ∼ 0.9 (if grains
have the mean abundances of ices in Draine 2003).
The detailed collapse process of such cores is not entirely
clear, since it depends on the behavior of grains in the collapsing
cloud. If the grains can stick efficiently, they will grow to
large sizes, forming a self-gravitating cloud of pebbles. The
cloud would thus go through an intermediate or adolescent
“rock” phase before progressing to its more mature “metal-
star” phase. More likely, the grains will shatter as the cloud
collapses (since their collision velocities would be comparable
to the gravitational free-fall velocity, hence large). This would
reduce them to small grains and gas-phase metals, enhancing
the cloud cooling, thus further promoting rapid collapse, until
the cloud forms a star. More detailed calculations of this
process, which argue that shattering should, in this limit, lead
to efficient cooling and rapid collapse, are presented in Chiaki
et al. (2014) and Ji et al. (2014), and details of the relevant
chemical networks for a hyper metal-rich dust mixture trapped
in a turbulent vortex are calculated in Joulain et al. (1998). In all
cases, these calculations agree that cooling and collapse should
be efficient.
Once such a star forms, its properties would be quite inter-
esting. While more work is clearly needed, we can gain some
insight from idealized models. Paczyn´ski & Kozłowski (1972)
and Paczynski (1973) calculated the main sequence for pure-
carbon stars (Zp → ∞). They argued that the most important
difference between “normal” stars and these (simplified) models
on the main sequence is the mean molecular weight (μ ≈ 1.730
and μ ≈ 0.624, respectively); for a (more likely) mixture with
Zp ∼ 1 and solar-abundance gas and grains, μ ≈ 1.27, so
the corresponding linear model if we assume the abundances
are perfectly mixed is closer to the Helium main sequence
(μ = 1.343; Gabriel & Noe¨ls-Groˆtsch 1968; Kozłowski et al.
1973; Kippenhahn et al. 2012). In either case, because of their
enhanced μ, the stars should be compact and (presumably) hot.
Qualitatively, we find similar results based on preliminary cal-
culations using the MESA code (Paxton et al. 2013).
Assuming they carried or accreted some gaseous envelope,
the massive (2–3 M) versions of such metal stars would
burn through their residual light elements quickly (much faster
than their less metal-rich counterparts). Their luminosities
(103 L) and effective temperatures (20,000 K) would be
similar to O-stars; however, in Section 4.5 we estimate that their
relative abundance would be lower by a factor ∼105. Given
these luminosities, their main-sequence lifetimes are predicted
to be quite short (<106–107 yr), after which the intermediate-
mass systems would transition smoothly to the C–O white
dwarf sequence (Paczyn´ski & Kozłowski 1972). As a result,
they would not be recognizably different from other (slightly
more evolved) massive stars which have already depleted their
light elements. The most massive may explode as unusual
SNe. Extremely massive versions of such stairs may in fact
be interesting pair-instability SNe candidates (since they would
reach large O cores quickly, with a very different mass-loss
history; A. Gal-Yam 2014, private communication).
At dwarf masses, if we only consider the difference in mean
molecular weight from low-metallicity stars, the resulting stars
would be more compact and closer to the helium main sequence,
with Teff ∼ 20,000–50,000 K and L ∼ 0.1–300 L for
M ∼ 0.3–1.5 M (corresponding to main-sequence lifetimes of
∼108–1010 yr, although these could be much shorter if neutrino
cooling from the core is efficient; Paczyn´ski & Kozłowski
1972).13 They would still begin their lives burning hydrogen, but
this would proceed more rapidly if they are compact. However,
this ignores the high opacity of the object, which means that the
outer envelope could be inflated to large radii ∼1 R, giving
much lower Teff ∼ 5000–30,000 K (Giannone et al. 1968;
Kozłowski et al. 1973). Stars similar to this (metal-enhanced
cores with relatively small light-element envelope masses)
are in fact already known, and tend to produce “extreme”
horizontal branch (EHB) or “blue” horizontal branch (BHB)
stars; (Horch et al. 1992; Liebert et al. 1994; Landsman et al.
1998; Greggio & Renzini 1999; Yong et al. 2000). With
such high carbon abundances expected in their envelopes,
the most metal-rich stars—once they have quickly consumed
their hydrogen reservoirs—could also masquerade as R Cor
Bor (RCB) or hydrogen-deficient carbon (HdC) stars (which
commonly show [C/Fe] ∼ 1.5–2.5, [C/H]  5, and have
abundances of ∼1 per ∼106 stars; Asplund et al. 1998; Pandey
et al. 2004; Rao 2005; Kameswara Rao 2008; Garcı´a-Herna´ndez
et al. 2009a, 2009b; Hema et al. 2012). The observed examples
of these stars are often assumed to have typical total metal
abundances with the residual mass in He, and while this is
probably the case for many of these stars (as a result of their
formation in white dwarf mergers), it is not actually measured,
and successful models may be constructed with total Z ∼ 1.
Finally, we stress that this all only applies for the most extreme
possible abundance fluctuations: more modest, but still highly
metal-enhanced populations (with, say, Z ∼ 5–10 Z)—the
much more likely outcome—would actually be cooler and
13 If the stars were truly “pure metal,” then any below M  0.8 M would be
unable to trigger burning of carbon or heavier elements, and collapse directly
into a “normal” white dwarf (except perhaps for some unusual isotopic ratios
in certain elements).
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dimmer compared to solar-metallicity stars of the same mass
(they would have only slightly different mean molecular
weights, but much higher atmospheric opacities).
4. SPECULATIONS ON THE RELEVANCE TO
OBSERVED STARS, PLANETS, AND GALAXIES:
DOES THIS MATTER?
In this section, we briefly outline some potential conse-
quences of this mechanism for stars, galaxies, and planets, with a
particular focus on some areas where the effects may be observ-
able. However, we stress that this discussion will necessarily be
highly speculative; better understanding of stellar evolution with
unusual abundance patterns, and the chemistry of large grains,
as well as improved observations with much larger samples, will
be needed for any definitive conclusions.
4.1. Carbon-enhanced Stars
The most natural result of the process described here is
a population of stars enhanced specifically in the elements
associated with the largest grains: C in particular (since these
are carbonaceous grains; the largest often graphite chains). It
has long been known that there are various populations of
anomalously carbon-rich stars (see, e.g., Shane 1928); more
recently, large populations of carbon-enhanced metal-poor stars
(CEMPS) have been identified with [C/Fe] ∼ 0–4.
Among the “normal metallicity” carbon-rich population,
many features follow naturally from the predictions here. They
have high [C/Fe], but also usually have [C/O] > 1—this is
highly nontrivial, since while [C/O] > 1 is generically true
inside a carbonaceous grain, it holds almost nowhere else in
the universe. Among the carbon-rich population, the “early-R”
subpopulation (which constitutes a large fraction of all carbon-
rich stars; Blanco 1965; Stephenson 1973; Bergeat et al. 2002a)
has properties that most naturally follow from this scenario:
enhanced C, but no enhancement in s-process elements, little
Li enhancement, and an absence of obvious companion or
merger signatures (Dominy 1984; McClure 1997; Knapp et al.
2001; Zamora et al. 2009, and references therein). Given the
relatively modest C enhancements needed (∼0–1 dex), their
abundance by number (a few to tens of percent of the carbon-
star population), locations in both the thick and thin disk, and
broad mass distribution are also all easily consistent with our
proposed scenario (Bergeat et al. 2002b). The unusual isotopic
ratios observed in 12C/13C (10–20) are almost identical in their
distribution to those directly observed in presolar carbide grains
(for a review, see Zinner 2014 and The Presolar Grain Database,
Hynes & Gyngard 2009)—it will be very interesting to see if the
same holds for other measured isotopic ratios in grains (such
as 14N/15N or 17,18O/16O). Some of these observations have
motivated the idea that massive grains are made in such stars;
interestingly, we suggest that the causality may in fact run the
oppose way. Of course, the two possibilities are not mutually
exclusive; the stars probably represent the sites of new grain
formation, which in turn help “seed” new populations, and the
connection can become self-reinforcing! Moreover, alternative
explanations for this subpopulation, including stellar evolution
processes (mixing or production from rotation, convection,
unusual AGB phases or He-flashes), stellar mergers or mass
transfer, all appear to make predictions in serious conflict with
the observations (Izzard et al. 2007; Zamora et al. 2009; Moca´k
et al. 2009; Piersanti et al. 2010). It is much more natural
to assume the stars are simply “primordially” enhanced in
the species most abundant in large grains (if a mechanism to
do so exists); the other mechanisms above would still act, of
course, and modify the abundances actually measured, but they
would only have to explain secondary characteristics like the N
enhancement in these stars believed to result from the CN cycle
and He-burning (relatively easy to produce; see Zamora et al.
2009). As noted in prediction (10) above, the most extreme
examples of the predicted populations could also appear as a
subset of the observed hydrogen-deficient carbon or R Cor Bor
populations.
On the other hand, while grain density fluctuations may play
a role in seeding some C abundance variations in the “N”
and “J” sub-populations of carbon stars, these exhibit features
such as enhanced Li, s-process products, and 13C abundances
which are not obviously predicted by this process (and indeed,
AGB mixing, mass loss, and merger process appear to explain
them naturally; Abia & Isern 2000; Abia et al. 2002; Zhang &
Jeffery 2013).
In an environment with very low mean metallicity but large
fluctuations in [C/H] owing to large grain density inhomo-
geneities, CEMPS would be especially favored to form, because
the regions with enhanced dust density would be the ones that
could easily cool and thus actually form stars, whereas regions
with low [C/H]  −3 generically have cooling times much
longer than their dynamical times and so cannot efficiently
form stars (see, e.g., Barkana & Loeb 2001, and references
therein). Our calculations here have generally focused on con-
ditions closer to solar mean metallicity where cooling is always
efficient, so in a future paper we will consider in more detail the
specific predictions for CEMPS owing to the interplay between
dust density fluctuations and cooling physics.
4.2. Globular Clusters
This mechanism, occurring before the initial generation of
star formation, may help to explain some of the observed star-to-
star abundance variations in massive globular clusters (Carretta
et al. 2009c), and resolve some tensions between the observed
abundance spreads and constraints on second-generation star
formation which limit quantities like the available gas reservoirs
and “donor star” populations to the GCs (see, e.g., Muno et al.
2006; Sana et al. 2010; Seale et al. 2012; Bastian et al. 2013a;
Larsen et al. 2012). However, we wish to emphasize that we
do not expect this scenario to provide a complete description of
abundance variations in massive GCs. Enhanced He, and a tight
anticorrelation between Na and O, are not obviously predicted
by grain clustering. Since globulars are bound, massive GCs
will necessarily experience other processes such as pollution by
stellar mass-loss products, second-generation star formation,
mergers, and complicated multiple interactions. When they
occur, these sorts of enrichment processes will dominate the
observed variations in these systems (see, e.g., D’Ercole et al.
2008; Conroy & Spergel 2011; Bastian et al. 2013b).14
4.3. Open Clusters
As noted in Section 3, point (9) above, unlike the second-
generation products invoked in GCs, we expect this process
14 That said, some globulars exhibit weak Li and He spreads (Piotto et al.
2007; Monaco et al. 2012), allowing for the fact that some of the other
variations in these systems might come from the mechanism in this paper,
instead of, e.g., evolution products, would further resolve some tensions. The
predicted fluctuations from the preferential dust concentration in species like
Fe are well within the observationally allowed spreads as a function of GC
mass (Carretta et al. 2009a).
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to occur identically in sufficiently massive open clusters. Mea-
suring abundance spreads in open cluster stars is challenging
and very few open clusters (especially very massive ones) have
strong constraints (see Martell & Smith 2009; Pancino et al.
2010; Bragaglia et al. 2012; Carrera & Martinez-Vazquez 2013).
In the (limited) compilations above, every OC for which sig-
nificant abundance spreads can be definitively ruled out lies
significantly below the threshold size/mass (1) we predict. In-
terestingly, the couple marginal cases (NGC 7789, Tombaugh 2)
lie near the threshold, but with large systematic uncertainties in
these quantities (Frinchaboy et al. 2008).
One currently known OC (NGC 6791) definitely exhibits
abundance spreads (Carraro 2013, and references therein).
Interestingly, many apparently “anomalous” properties of this
cluster may fit naturally into our scenario. The spreads in Na and
O are very large, ∼0.7 dex (and may be multi-modal; Geisler
et al. 2012), with little spread in Fe. Particularly striking, Na
and O are not anti-correlated, as they are in models where the
abundance variations stem from stellar evolution products. The
most metal-rich stars exhibit a highly unusual mean isotopic
ratio of 12C/13C ≈ 10, similar to that found in grains as in
Section 4.1 (Origlia et al. 2006). The absolute metallicity is also
very high ([Fe/H] ∼ 0.4–0.5), suggesting a high dust-to-gas
ratio which would make the effects described here both stronger
and more directly observable (since the condensed-phase heavy
element abundances should be larger). It is one of the most
massive open clusters known, with mass of a few ×104 M and
size 20 pc, making it one of the only OCs above the threshold
predicted (Carrera 2012). NGC 6791 also exhibits an anomalous
blue horizontal branch stellar population; as discussed in point
(10) above, this might be explained with a subpopulation of
highly enriched stars with relatively small, depleted hydrogen
envelopes (see, e.g., Liebert et al. 1994; Twarog et al. 2011;
Carraro 2013). If we combine the measured cluster mass and
size with the PDF predicted in Figure 4 (taking aμ ≈ 1 and
fp = 0.5), we predict ∼5 dwarf stars with Z  10 Z (with
large uncertainties)—Carraro et al. (2013) identify ∼10–20
BHB stars; an interesting coincidence.
4.4. The UV Excess in Elliptical Galaxies
It is well-known that early-type galaxies exhibit an anomalous
“UV excess” (UVX) or “UV upturn”—an excess of UV light
stemming from old stellar populations, generally attributed to
the same rare, “hot” (excessively blue), metal-enhanced stars
discussed in Sections 3 4.3 above (Horch et al. 1992; Greggio &
Renzini 1999). Such stars have been identified as abundance
outliers in the metal-rich population of the Galactic thick
disk (Thejll et al. 1997), and in metal-rich clusters like those
described above (Liebert et al. 1994).
In fact, the UVX appears to be empirically identical to the
excess population seen in NGC 6791—if a couple percent of the
luminosity of ellipticals were composed of stellar populations
identical to NGC 6791, the integrated light would match what
is observed (see Liebert et al. 1994; Landsman et al. 1998;
Brown 2004). So to the extent that the model here explains the
anomalies in that system, it can also account for the UVX. In
contrast, it has been shown that the UVX cannot be reproduced
by the sum of GC populations (van Albada et al. 1981; Bica
& Alloin 1988; Davidsen & Ferguson 1992; Dorman et al.
1995). Most other alternative explanations have been ruled
out, including: metal-poor populations (references above and
Rose 1985), white dwarfs (Landsman et al. 1998), and “blue
stragglers” (Bailyn & Pinsonneault 1995).
It is also well-established that the UVX is stronger in more
metal-rich galaxies (Faber 1983; Burstein et al. 1988); this is a
natural prediction of the mechanism here, since the enhanced
abundances of the galaxy imply higher mean dust-to-gas ratios,
making the process we describe easier and more observable
(since smaller fluctuations are required to produce extreme
populations, and the absolute metallicities of “enhanced” stars
are larger). More recently, it has been observed that there is a
good correlation between the UVX and C and Na abundances,
while there is not a strong correlation with Fe (Rich et al. 2005);
in particular in the UVX systems it seems that the light-element
abundances fluctuate independent from the heavier elements
(e.g., Fe varies much more weakly; McWilliam 1997; Worthey
1998; Greggio & Renzini 1999; Donas et al. 2007), exactly as
predicted here. Additional properties such as the lack of strong
environmental dependence, weak redshift evolution, and large
dispersion in UVX populations, are consistent with our scenario
(Brown 2004; Atlee et al. 2009).
In prediction (8), we noted that this process may be more
common at high redshift. Interestingly, there are an increasing
number of suggestions of anomalous “hot” stellar populations in
high-redshift galaxies. In particular, Steidel et al. (2014) argue
that fitting the spectra of star forming galaxies at redshifts z  2
seems to require a population of old (>10 Myr) stars which
can still have effective temperatures T  30,000 K, whose
fractional luminosity (relative to the galaxy total) increases at
higher redshifts (at fixed galaxy mass)—whatever these stars
are, they are not present in “standard,” single-metallicity stellar
population models.
4.5. Galaxy-wide Abundance Variations
What are the consequences of this mechanism for galaxy-
wide stellar abundance variations? If we assume that all GMCs
lie on the mean Larson’s law relations fitted in Bolatto et al.
(2008), and adopt the nearly universal Milky Way GMC mass
function determination in Blitz & Rosolowsky (2005) as generic,
then ≈10%–20% of the mass in MW GMCs is in those large
enough meet our criterion (1) (for aμ ≈ 0.1 and T ∼ 30 K)
and produce “strong” fluctuations (akin to the R10 > 1 cases
in Figure 4) following Equation (10) with up to ∼1 dex scatter
(Sln Zp ≈ 4.9) in Zp/〈Zp〉. We emphasize that since the GMC
mass function scales as dN/dM ∝ M−1.8, this is a very small
fraction of the total GMC population by number. Assuming
a constant star formation efficiency per cloud, this translates
into the same fraction of new stars formed under the relevant
conditions. If we further assume that ∼1/3–1/2 the heavy
elements are in large grains, then this predicts a variance
Sln Z ∼ (0.1–0.2) × (0.3–0.5)2 × (4.9/2) (the last factor = 2
comes because the negative half of the density fluctuations in
Figure 4 are suppressed by the abundance of gas-phase metals),
or a 1σ dispersion of ∼0.05–0.1 dex. If aμ ∼ 1, then ∼40%
of the GMC mass could be involved, leading to ∼0.1–0.2 dex
scatter.
In comparison, in the MW and Andromeda, the dispersion
in Fe (which is more weakly effected by the mechanism we
propose here than the light elements) is ∼0.1–0.2 dex at fixed
location in the disk and stellar population age (Nordstro¨m et al.
2004; Holmberg et al. 2007; Casagrande et al. 2011; Duran et al.
2013; Nidever et al. 2014; Bensby et al. 2014), and this can rise
to ∼0.3–0.4 dex in other galaxies (Koch et al. 2006). This is
reassuringly consistent with our estimate, when we consider
that there are other sources of scatter in abundances such as
inhomogeneous mixing. The scatter appears to grow in the older
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stellar populations (to ∼0.3–0.5 dex for ages ∼ 10 Gyr; Bensby
et al. 2013), perhaps evidence of larger GMCs in the early, gas-
rich history of the Milky Way, which would enhance this process
per our prediction (8). The total abundance variation observed
across the Galaxy is much larger, owing to radial gradients
(which contribute another 0.3 dex scatter galaxy-wide; see
Mehlert et al. 2003; Reda et al. 2007; Sa´nchez-Bla´zquez et al.
2007). The scatter in light-element abundances appears to be
larger, ∼0.2–0.3 dex at fixed radius and age in oxygen, for
example (Reddy et al. 2006; Korotin et al. 2014), consistent
with our prediction (4).
Just within∼150 pc of the Sun, for example,∼1 per 1000 stars
can reach metallicities in [Fe/H], [C/H], or [O/H] ∼ 0.4–0.6
(Haywood 2001; Ibukiyama & Arimoto 2002; Pompe´ia et al.
2003; McWilliam et al. 2008; Duran et al. 2013; Hinkel et al.
2014); of course, this is exactly what one expects for ∼0.15 dex
scatter, and about that same scatter is seen in the ratios of
the light elements (C, O) to Fe. Many stars with metallicities
[Z/H]  0.4–0.5 have now been confirmed (and many are old,
meaning that they deviate from the age–metallicity relation by
up to ∼1 dex; see Feltzing & Gonzalez 2001; Taylor 2002, 2006;
Chen et al. 2003; Carretta et al. 2007). Meanwhile nonstandard
selection methods strongly suggest that higher-metallicity stars
exist but have been either overlooked or removed owing to
strong selection effects in traditional stellar metallicity studies
(see Haywood 2001; Cohen et al. 2008; Bensby et al. 2013).15
What about the most extreme examples (the “totally metal”
stars)? The massive versions (2–3 M) of such objects would
be unobservable. If ∼10% of GMC mass is in clouds that can
produce very strong dust clustering, and (based on our estimates
in Section 2.5) one in ∼103–104 cores in such clouds can reach
Zp ∼ 1, and we further assume a normal Chabrier (2003)
stellar IMF (and Galactic star formation rate ∼1 M yr−1) and
(crudely) estimate the lifetimes of these stars to be similar to
the theoretical helium main sequence in Kozłowski et al. (1973)
(see point (10)), we expect ∼1 such star presently in the entire
Galaxy! Compare this to ∼106 O-stars. However, for dwarfs
with ∼0.3–2 M, the same estimates above, with a ∼109 yr
hydrogen-burning phase, imply one in ∼106 stars in the Milky
Way could be a member of this subpopulation. Unfortunately,
existing samples in large, unbiased metallicity surveys are too
small to identify such rare populations; however, this abundance
is perfectly consistent with the extrapolation of a log-normal fit
to the observed metallicity distribution.
4.6. Dust-to-Gas Variations in GMCs and Nearby Galaxies
The model here predicts large variations in the dust-to-gas ra-
tio in the star-forming molecular gas, under the right conditions.
However, as noted in (3), these fluctuations will not necessar-
ily manifest in the most obvious manner (via single-wavelength
extinction mapping). However, there are some tracers sensitive
to large grains, for example in the submillimeter. There are a
number of direct hints of this process “in action.” It is well
known that clear variations of the extinction curve shape and
sub-mm spectral index—indicating a different relative abun-
dance of small and large grains—are observed across different
sightlines in the Milky Way, LMC, and SMC (Weingartner &
Draine 2001; Gordon et al. 2003). Dobashi et al. (2008) and
15 In fact extreme examples of stars with [C/H]  1 and [C/Fe]  1 are
known, but these are usually dismissed from abundance surveys as “peculiar”
products of mergers, “re-ignited” white dwarfs, or other special circumstances
(see, e.g., Kameswara Rao 2008).
Paradis et al. (2009) specifically show how this implies sub-
stantial variations in the size distribution in different large
LMC clouds.
Measuring this within clouds is more challenging, but has
been done. Thoraval et al. (1997, 1999) look at fluctuations of the
abundance of smaller grains (aμ ∼ 0.1) within several nearby
clouds (IC 5146, CGCG525-46, IR04139+2737, G0858+723),
and find significant (factor >2) fluctuations in the local dust-
to-gas ratio within the clouds on scales ∼0.001–0.04 pc. They
specifically noted that these size scales corresponded, for the
cloud properties and grain sizes they examined, to the “resonant”
scale for marginal turbulent coupling (our Rcrit). Similar effects
have been observed in other clouds. With more detailed models
of the grain sizes, Miville-Descheˆnes et al. (2002) found factor
∼5 fluctuations in the ratio of small-to-large grains on ∼0.1 pc
scales in the Ursa Major cirrus. Flagey et al. (2009) and Pineda
et al. (2010) see similar (factor ∼5) variations in the small-to-
large grain abundance ratio across scales from ∼0.1–1 pc in the
extended Taurus cloud (from full modeling of the grain size dis-
tribution along each sightline, as well as extinction-to-CO vari-
ations). This region is ∼30 pc across, with mean surface density
∼10 M pc−2, so our predicted Rcrit also reaches ∼1 pc—given
its proximity and well-studied nature, Taurus may be an ideal
laboratory to test this process. Abergel et al. (2002) map fluc-
tuations in the abundance of very small particles (∼10 nm)
in Orion B; they see large fluctuations, but (as predicted) on
smaller scales (∼0.006 pc). Alternative interpretations of these
observations, such as differential (location-dependent) icing and
coagulation or shattering, have also been discussed; nonetheless
the scales appear strikingly similar to the predictions of turbu-
lent concentration. Larger grains (aμ ∼ 1) may have been ob-
served to fluctuate in abundance in the extreme nuclear region
of NGC 1266. Several authors (see, e.g., Alatalo et al. 2011;
Pellegrini et al. 2013; Nyland et al. 2013) have noted that the
dust traced in submillimeter imaging and nuclear molecular gas
are not necessarily co-spatial on ∼1 pc scales (although there
are other potential explanations, such as shocks); the properties
of the region imply, according to our calculations, large fluc-
tuations in subclouds with sizes above a few parsec (masses
106 M).
In Figure 5, we summarize these observations, in each case
using the parameters of the cloud given by the authors to estimate
our theoretically predicted Rcrit for the grain sizes measured.
The uncertainties are large; however, the agreement over several
orders of magnitude in cloud size is encouraging.
4.7. Consequences for Planet Formation
If this mechanism operates, it can have dramatic implications
for planet formation in the proto-stellar/proto-planetary disks
which form from the affected cores. Many models of terres-
trial planet formation, for example, predict far more efficient
planet formation at enhanced metallicities (via either simplistic
grain growth/accretion, or the onset of instabilities such as the
streaming instability; see references in Section 1). For example,
in the simulations of (Bai & Stone 2010c), and analytic mod-
els in, e.g., Cuzzi et al. (2010) and Hopkins (2014), there is an
exponential increase in the maximum density of solids reached
(enough to allow some to become self-gravitating planetesi-
mals) if the initial disk metallicity is a few times solar—this
is sufficient such that, once the metals grow in the disk into
more massive grains and sediment into the midplane, their den-
sity becomes larger than that of the midplane gas, triggering
a range of new dust-clumping instabilities. Such metallicity
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Orion B
Thoraval
 (compilation)
IC 5146
NGC 1266
Taurus
Ursa Major Cirrus
Figure 5. Observed vs. predicted local fluctuations in grain abundances in
nearby molecular clouds (see Section 4.6). We compile observed clouds where
large (factor ∼2–5) fluctuations in the local abundance of grains relative to
gas are measured; for each, we compare the maximum observed scale of
the fluctuations (Rcrit(observed)) to the characteristic scale Rcrit(predicted) of
fluctuations we would predict from turbulent concentration (Equation (5)), given
the cloud properties. Dotted line shows perfect agreement. For Taurus, we take
properties (R10 ≈ 3, Mcl ≈ 2 × 104 M, aμ = 0.1, Q ∼ 1, T10 ∼ 1)
from Pineda et al. (2010). NGC 1266 (T10 ∼ 10, Σ300 ∼ 40, Q ∼ 2,
R10 ∼ 10, aμ ∼ 1) observations come from Pellegrini et al. (2013) and
Nyland et al. (2013). Orion B (Mcl ∼ 105 M, π R2cl = 19 deg2 at 400 pc,
so R10 = 3, Σ300 = 0.114, T10 ∼ 1, a ∼ 10 nm) data is from Abergel
et al. (2002). Miville-Descheˆnes et al. (2002) measure the Ursa Major cirrus
(aμ ∼ 0.1, n = 3 Mcl/(μmp 4π R3cl) ∼ 100 cm−3; T ∼ 200 K, with turbulent
Δv ∼ 5–10 km s−1 at scales R = 10 pc; we calculate directly from this the
scale where ts ≈ te(Rcrit)). IC 5146 (n ∼ 500 cm−3, T10 ∼ 1, Δv ≈ 1 km s−1
on scales ≈0.06 pc, aμ ∼ 0.1) from Thoraval et al. (1997). The point labeled
“Thoraval” is a compilation of sightlines through CGCG525-46, IR04139+2737,
and G0858+723 from Thoraval et al. (1999), with n ∼ 100–1000 cm−3,
aμ ∼ 0.1–1, T10 ≈ 1, and rms Δv ∼ 0.1 km s−1 across 0.01 pc. The “predicted”
error bars show the allowed range corresponding to the range in quoted cloud
parameters. Observed error bars are shown where given by the authors. All
of these values have large systematic uncertainties; however, the agreement is
encouraging.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
enhancements are relatively modest, compared to the extremes
we have discussed above. In the most extreme cases we predict
(Z ∼ 100 Z), these instabilities would operate not just in the
midplane but everywhere in the disk, almost instantaneously
upon its formation!
Even if the mechanisms of planet formation remain uncertain,
there is an increasingly well-established correlation between gi-
ant planet occurrence rates and stellar metallicity (see, e.g.,
Johnson et al. 2010, and references therein). Whatever causes
this, it is clear that stellar abundance variations—seeded before
both the star and protoplanetary disk form—must be accounted
for in understanding the occurrence rates and formation condi-
tions of giant planets. One might predict, for example, a dra-
matic increase in the occurrence rates of planets in the sorts of
open clusters which formed in very massive, large clouds, sim-
ilar to NGC 6791 discussed above; in these circumstances the
occurrence rate might have more to do with the statistics of
seeded dust abundance variations, than with the planet forma-
tion mechanisms themselves.
Particularly interesting, our model does not just predict a
uniform variation in metallicities (as is usually assumed when
modeling planet formation under “high” or “low” metallicity
conditions). Rather, we specifically predict abundance varia-
tions in the species preferentially concentrated in the largest
grains in large, cold clouds. So we predict there should be disks
preferentially concentrated in carbonaceous grains, for exam-
ple. Similarly, if ice mantles form, there will be disks with
overabundances of oxygen. If the progenitor cloud was slightly
larger still, silicates can be preferentially enhanced (relative to
species like iron). So it is actually possible, under the right con-
ditions, to form a proto-planetary disk which is highly enhanced
in large carbonaceous and silicate grains, even while the host
star exhibits apparently “normal” abundances of iron and most
other species. This will radically change the chemistry of the
massive grains which form in the disk, hence the conditions (and
mechanisms) of planet formation, as well as the composition of
the resulting planets!
5. FUTURE WORK
Our intent here is to highlight a new and (thus far) unexplored
physical process by which unusual abundance patterns may
be seeded in stars formed in massive molecular clouds. Many
consequences of this should be explored in more detail.
Predicting more accurately the abundance patterns imprinted
by this process requires combining the calculations above (for
grain density fluctuations as a function of grain size) with
detailed, explicit models for the grain chemistry. Specifically,
knowing the abundance of different elements, integrated over
all large grains above some minimum aμ, would enable strong
quantitative predictions for relative fluctuation amplitudes of
different abundances. At the moment this is extremely uncertain
and model-dependent, since the chemical structures of large
grains in particular are difficult to probe and often degenerate
(for a discussion, see Draine 2003; Zubko et al. 2004).
Another critical next step is to directly simulate the formation
of proto-stellar cores in a GMC while explicitly following
a size distribution of grains as aerodynamic particles. This
would remove many current uncertainties in the nonlinear grain
clustering amplitudes: the analytic model here is a reasonable
approximation to existing simulations but cannot capture the full
range of behaviors and subtle correlations between the velocity
and density fields in turbulence, as well the more complicated
mutual role of gas density fluctuations seeding core formation
while independent grain density fluctuations occur alongside.
Probably the most poorly understood element of the physics
here is how the instabilities we describe are modified in the
presence of a magnetic field (Section 2.3). If most of the
grains are weakly charged (which is by no means certain); we
would then expect them to go through alternating phases of
neutral and charged as they collide with electrons and ions,
“seeing” a non linearly fluctuating magnetic force (while a
core collapses through fields via ambipolar diffusion). Properly
modeling this requires (in addition to the physics above)
magneto-hydrodynamic turbulence with nonideal MHD (given
the ionization fractions in regions of interest), explicit treatment
of grain–electron interactions/capture, and subsequent capture-
dependent grain–MHD interactions.
But any such simulations remain very challenging. Almost
all current molecular cloud simulations treat grains (if at
all) by assuming either a constant dust-to-metals ratio, or
as a fluid (the two-fluid approximation; see e.g., Downes
2012). In these approximations, the physical processes driving
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dust-to-gas ratio fluctuations (the subject of this paper) are
artificially prohibited. It has only just become possible to follow
grains as aerodynamic species in astrophysical codes (the most
basic requirement to see the behavior here), and while this has
been applied to idealized fluid dynamics and proto-planetary
disk simulations (Section 1) this has not yet been extended to
include all the processes relevant in GMCs. For example, no
such simulations have included all the MHD effects described
above. The resolution also remains challenging; simulations
must be able to resolve sub/trans-sonic turbulent eddies with
scales down to about ∼0.05 times the critical scale (Rcrit)
for convergence (Hopkins 2013b), which here is the scale of
individual cores, while still capturing the cloud-scale dynamics
such that a statistical population of cores can be tracked.
However, some early numerical experiments of turbulent boxes
with ideal MHD and simplified grain–gas coupling in Lazarian
& Cho (2004) argue that MHD effects do not significantly
alter grain concentration, since motion perpendicular to field
lines is still dominated by vorticity effects. But De´camp & Le
Bourlot (2002) also argue that including non-equilibrium grain
chemistry can actually enhance grain clustering under typical
cloud conditions. So more work is clearly needed.
It is also important to explore the predictions for stellar prop-
erties. Stellar evolution models have not, in general, considered
the case of stars forming from regions super-enhanced in certain
species, let alone stars with an order-unity initial mass fraction
in heavy elements. Knowing whether these would simply appear
as stars which have completed light-element burning (and thus
may already be in some observed samples, but un-recognized),
or would produce unique observational signatures, would enable
powerful tests of the scenario outlined here as well as providing
a new window into extreme stellar physics.
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APPENDIX
SCALINGS IN THE SUPER-SONIC LIMIT
The scalings we used in the main text to derive the grain
stopping time ts assumed the grain is not moving supersonically
relative to the gas atoms with which it collides; similarly, the
model for the grain clustering statistics was derived assuming
the local flow moving with the grain has relative motions which
are sub- or trans-sonic. This was done for good reason: be-
cause the scale of clustering we are interested in is the sonic
length—the scale where the turbulence becomes subsonic—this
is the most appropriate. However, we can re-derive the appropri-
ate scalings assuming all scales behave as supersonic turbulence,
and obtain identical results. We show this here.
In the limit where the grains are moving highly supersonically
relative to the gas with which they collide, the stopping time is
modified to become
ts → tSSs =
ρ¯solid a
ρg Δvgas−grain
, (A1)
where Δvgas−grain is the rms relative velocity of the dust and
gas as we take the separation/averaging scale around the grains
→ 0 (Draine & Sutin 1987). For grains in a turbulent medium,
this is giving by integrating over all modes/eddies of different
sizes, accounting for the partial coupling of grains to gas, and
has been calculated (and simulated) by many authors (see Voelk
et al. 1980; Markiewicz et al. 1991; Ormel & Cuzzi 2007; Pan
& Padoan 2013). At the level of accuracy we require here, these
calculations all give approximately Δvgas−grain ∼ ve(ts ∼ te),
i.e., the grains are accelerated to relative motion versus the
gas corresponding to the “resonant” eddies (since larger eddies
simply entrain grains, so they move with gas with no relative
motion, and smaller eddies do not significantly perturb the
grains). The problem is,Δvgas−grain depends on ts, which depends
on Δvgas−grain. However, this simply turns Equation (A1) into a
non-linear equation which is easily solved. Since, for supersonic
turbulence, ve ∼ vcl (R/Rcl)1/2 and te ∼ tcl (R/Rcl)1/2 (where
tcl ≡ Rcl/vcl), we have ve(ts ∼ te) ∼ (ts/tcl) vcl. Plugging this
into Equation (A1), we obtain
tSSs =
ρ¯solid a
ρg Δvgas−grain
∼ ρ¯solid a
ρg vcl
(
tSSs /tcl
) (A2)
tSSs ∼
(
ρ¯solid a tcl
ρg vcl
)1/2
= tcl
[(
ρ¯solid a
ρg cs
)
cs
tcl vcl
]1/2
= tcl
(
ts(Δv = cs)
tcl
cs
vcl
)1/2
. (A3)
We can now use this to revisit the key equations in the text.
The ratio of stopping time to eddy turnover time becomes
〈
tSSs
te(R)
〉
≈ 0.1
(
aμ
Σ300
)1/2 (
R
Rcl
)−1/2
. (A4)
Note that this scales in the same manner with (R/Rcl) as in the
text, but with a factor ≈2 different prefactor. The critical scale
for clustering is still the scale where tSSs ∼ te, so we set this to
unity and obtain
RSScrit ∼ 0.1 pc
aμ R10
Σ300
≈ 0.1 pc aμ
(
400 cm−3
〈ncl〉
)
. (A5)
Interestingly, in this limit, the critical scale for clustering
is similar to that which we derived in the main text, but
depends only on the grain size and three-dimensional density
of the cloud (the temperature and Q dependence of the cloud
disappear because the cloud temperature is not important). For
clouds with low mean densities, 〈ncl〉 ∼ 10, the clustering
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scale can reach ∼4 pc, while for super-dense clouds, we can
have Rcrit  0.1 pc.
In a supersonic cloud, the sonic length is still given by
the same scaling (Rs ≈ 0.013 pc T10/(Q2 Σ300)), and this still
determines the characteristic size where gas density fluctuations
cease and protostellar cores form (see Hopkins 2013a). So we
calculate the ratio of the grain clustering scale to sonic length
and obtain
RSScrit
Rs
≈ 4.8 aμ R10 Q
2
T10
=
(
Rcrit
Rs
)1/2
Δvgas−grain=cs
(A6)
The critical cloud size above which RSScrit > Rs , then, is given
by solving this to obtain:
Rcl 
2
3π Q2
c2s
G ρ¯solid a
(A7)
R10  0.2 a−1μ Q−2 T10. (A8)
This is exactly the same as we obtained in the text! The reason
is simple: what we solve for is the cloud where the grain
clustering scale equals the sonic scale, i.e., the scale where
cs = vt (R). When vt (R) = cs , though, the “supersonic” and
“subsonic” stopping times (tSSs and ts) are identical—as they
must be.
Furthermore, as discussed in the text, the generation of grain
clustering under these conditions does not depend on whether
the gas motion is super or subsonic, only that there is a nonzero
vorticity field, and “resonant” structures exist with vorticity
|∇ × vgas| ∼ t−1s . In supersonic turbulence, although the global
geometric structure of the flow may appear different from
subsonic turbulence, local solenoidal structures are constantly
formed by shear motions of gas, and in fact they contain ∼2/3
of the power (as opposed to all of it, in subsonic turbulence;
see Federrath et al. 2008; Konstandin et al. 2012). To first
approximation, the detailed geometry of these structures is not
important—in fact, in the analytic models used to derive the
estimated variance in the dust-to-gas-ratio induced by such
structures, it is assumed to be random (more appropriate, in
fact, in the super-sonic case).
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